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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
The thief cat seems to have vanished! 

	 As Rudy and Judy were treated by medics, Ice, Rice, and Rice jr. were 
getting nowhere at all. They had been driving for a little over 2 hours, and 
there was no sign at all of the thief cat. They and Harvey’s body seemed to 
have disappeared off the face of the earth. This was bad, because no cat 
could know how Harvey was doing in the battle against his mind. Harvey 
could be winning, but the thief cat could just infect him all over again and 
make Harvey have to defeat his own mind for the second time. If this went on 
and on for too long, Harvey’s mind would crack with the pressure of 
generating new monsters and having to fight them. It really was a mind 
bending affair. 
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Image above - the last 
photo of Harvey, in the 
machine. 
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	 However, a certain change of events 
occurred as Ice, Rice, and Rice jr. drove around 
the countryside, having no idea what to do. A 
hooded figure came into the hospital, dragging a 
sack behind them. When they reached the place 
where North was waiting with some doctors, 
Makenna, and Naya, the hooded figure pushed 
back their hood to reveal the face of the thief 
cat. North gasped, but the thief cat tried to calm 
him. “This is Harvey,” the thief cat told North, 
opening the sack to reveal the limp body of 
Harvey, a bit dirty but okay. “Harvey!” North 
exclaimed, and put his front legs under Harvey’s 
belly, “A little help here,” North asked, as he 
tried in vain to lift Harvey off the ground. 
Makenna and Naya pitched in with 3 of the 
doctors and just managed to lift Harvey and put 
him back into the machine. When North turned 
back around to thank the thief cat for their 
surprising change of heart, there was no cat in 
the place where the thief cat had been. 


	 As the doctors set up the machine to 
project from Harvey’s mind again, Makenna 
called Ice, Rice, and Rice jr. and told them that the thief cat had brought in 
Harvey’s body with a change of heart. “Were they properly questioned,” Ice 
asked, still a bit suspicious of this “change of heart”. “No,” Makenna told him, 
“they disappeared before anyone could do anything.” Ice turned around the 

car and started driving back toward the 
hospital, a sinking feeling starting to develop in 
his belly. Why would the thief cat just bring in 
Harvey? Unless that wasn’t really Harvey... 


	 The “movie” was just about to start 
again. Suddenly, the screen showed Harvey, 
with a large sugar sword in hand, jumping off a 
cliff, sword pointed down, and then falling, 
falling, falling, and finally, imbedding his sword 
into the heart of a massive creature. Then, there 

was a blinding light, and the movie showed a camera of the top of the inside 
of the machine. Harvey was awake.


	 Subscribe again for more on “Harvey”!
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Image above - 
Harvey’s body, now 
safely back in the 
machine.

“He did it! He did 
it! Harvey beat 
his own mind 
and is awake 
again!” 

 - NAYA, WHO’S OVERJOYED 
(WHICH ONLY HAPPENS WHEN 
SHE’S STOLEN SOMETHING BIG)
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